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Abstract—Checking data possession in networked information systems such as those related to critical infrastructures (power
facilities, airports, data vaults, defense systems, and so forth) is a matter of crucial importance. Remote data possession checking
protocols permit checking that a remote server can access an uncorrupted file in such a way that the verifier does not need to know
beforehand the entire file that is being verified. Unfortunately, current protocols only allow a limited number of successive verifications
or are impractical from the computational point of view. In this paper, we present a new remote data possession checking protocol such
that 1) it allows an unlimited number of file integrity verifications and 2) its maximum running time can be chosen at set-up time and
traded off against storage at the verifier.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

protection of critical infrastructures (for example,
airports, power plants, financial data vaults, hospitals,
defense systems, industrial sensor networks, and so forth) is
a priority for governments and companies. The development of the information society has caused a vast majority
of such infrastructures to critically depend on the correct
operation of the underlying information systems—that is
why such information systems are often referred to as
critical information infrastructures. Indeed, any service interruption, malfunction or, even worse, partial or total
destruction of those information systems as a consequence
of an accident or a terrorist attack can result in huge
material or even human casualties. This reality supports the
claim that one of the biggest challenges in infrastructure
protection is the underlying information security problem:
information systems should be dependable.
The following examples show how remote data possession checking is relevant to critical infrastructures:
.

Data vaulting systems [14], [1], [9] are increasingly
being used to store off-site copies or backups of
critical data (for example, financial, government, or
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sensor data). If backup data stored in the data vault
become corrupted without knowledge of the data
owner (the data vault customer), no backup recovery
is possible in case of loss of the primary critical data.
Using a remote data possession checking protocol,
the data vault customer might be able to periodically
verify that the data vault provider is storing a current
and complete copy or backup of the critical files.
Any corruption will be noticed by the data owner
who will be able to take immediate action (such as
making another backup or using another data vault
provider).
. Remote data possession checking is an important
component of intrusion detection systems (IDS) used
to detect server corruption. However, if the application is a different service than the backup itself and
the server can be corrupted/malicious, a remote
data possession checking protocol alone is not
enough: the server could back up original files and
access them to properly run the protocol while using
the corrupted versions to provide the service. In the
Dependable Intrusion Tolerance architecture (DIT,
[13]), integrity check is just one among the various
building blocks used to detect corruption of remote
data. Several complementary mechanisms exist
(including comparison of several server behaviors,
runtime model checking, network-based and hostbased intrusion detection, and so forth), so that it
should be extremely difficult for an attacker to cause
a security failure.
Note 1. Conventional integrity checks (for example,
cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs), checksums [15]) are
useful to detect accidental integrity loss but not malicious
integrity attacks. To illustrate this point, consider a CRC
with polynomial P of degree d with binary coefficients
used to check the integrity of files stored in an off-site
data vault: given an original file m of length jmj  d, it is
easy to construct m0 6¼ m such that both m0 and m yield
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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the same d-bit CRC. Since CRCðmÞ ¼ mðmodP Þ, for any
file m00 , take m0 :¼ m00 þ ðmðmodP ÞÞ  ðm00 ðmodP ÞÞ to get
CRCðm0 Þ ¼ CRCðmÞ. If the attacker has enough control of
the data vault to replace m by m0 (this is the case if the
data vault provider herself tries to cheat and save storage
by keeping an m0 much shorter than m), the substitution
will not be detected by the data vault customer who
compares against the CRC of m. If the attacker cannot
control the data vault but can control the communication
channel (man in the middle), she can replay the CRC of a
previous version of m, different from the current one; this
replay attack also applies if a cryptographic hash is used
instead of a CRC.
u
t
Remote data possession checking protocols have been
proposed in the last few years [3], [6]. Using one of such
protocols, a prover can convince a verifier that the prover
has access to a complete and uncorrupted version of a data
file m. The following requirements ought to be satisfied for
a remote data possession checking protocol to be of
practical use:
R1. The verifier should not be required to keep an
entire copy of the file(s) to be checked. It would be
impractical for a verifier to replicate the content of
all provers to be verified. Storing a reduced-size
digest of the data at the verifier should be enough.
. R2. The protocol has to stay secure even if the prover
is malicious. A malicious prover is interested in
proving knowledge of some data that she does not
entirely know; security means that such a prover
ought to fail in convincing the verifier.
. R3. The amount of communication required by the
protocol should be low.
. R4. The protocol should be efficient in terms of
computation.
. R5. It ought to be possible to run the verification an
unlimited number of times.
When the first version of this paper was submitted (April
2006), no contribution in the literature met all the above
requirements. The trivial approach of the prover sending
the entire data file to the verifier to show possession clearly
violates R3. As discussed above, having the prover send a
CRC or a cryptographic hash of the file to the verifier fails to
meet R2; this is why the commercial products (for example,
Tripwire [12], [8]) following this approach assume that the
verification is conducted locally by rebooting the server
from a secure medium. In [3], two remote verification
protocols are proposed: the first one violates R5 (limited
number of verifications); the second one (also proposed in
[6]) fails to meet R4 (the computational cost for the prover is
extremely high).
At the time of preparing the final version of this paper
(July 2007), two relevant unpublished preprints have just
been posted on the Internet, coauthored by people from
Google and RSA Labs, respectively. The preprint [2] uses
ideas from an earlier internal report version of this paper
[10]; their probabilistic optimization can be easily added to
our scheme, but it does not fulfill requirement R2 with
100 percent probability. On the other hand, the preprint
from that in [7] presents a system to prove backup
possession, which requires modifying and encrypting
stored data, so that it is not well suited as an IDS component
(the IDS needs files in the clear).
.
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1.1 Contribution and Plan of this Paper
In this paper, we present a protocol whereby a prover can
show data possession, that is, that she has access to a
complete and uncorrupted version of a given file. The new
protocol meets all the above requirements: the verifier is not
required to store the complete file but simply a digest of it
(R1); the protocol stays secure (R2) in the presence of a
cheating prover (who tries to pass the verification without
having access to the complete file) or an untrusted channel
between prover and verifier (with a man in the middle); a
trade-off between storage requirements at the verifier and
computing time at the prover is possible (R3); communication is low (R4); unlimited verifications are possible (R5).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The new
data possession checking protocol is described in Section 2.
The security of the new protocol is analyzed in Section 3,
and its performance is examined in Section 4. Section 5 is a
conclusion. The Appendix contains security proofs.

2

A DATA POSSESSION CHECKING PROTOCOL

The proposal described next follows the ideas of the
Diffie-Hellman-based approach in [3] and [6] in that it
seeks to permit an arbitrary number of verifications. A
clear advantage of our proposal is that it satisfies
requirement R4, because the computing time of verification can be reduced at the set-up stage by trading off the
computing time required at the prover against the storage
required at the verifier.
During setup, the following values are set. Let N ¼ pq be
an RSA modulus, created by the verifier, with two prime
factors; this value is public. Let ðNÞ ¼ ðp  1Þðq  1Þ be
secret and private (only known by the verifier). Let l be an
integer properly chosen to trade off the storage requirements at the verifier and the computational cost at the
prover (see Section 4 for guidance on the choice of l). Let t
be a security parameter and P RNG be a pseudorandom
number generator generating t-bit integer values as output.
The verifier precomputes the digest of data m in the
following way:
1.

Split the data m into l-bit pieces. Let
m1 ; m2 ;    mn ðn ¼ djmj=leÞ

be the integer values corresponding to fragments of
m (the last fragment is padded with 0s in the most
significant bit positions if its length is less than l).
2. For each fragment mi , compute and store
Mi ¼ mi mod ðNÞ.
The challenge-response verification protocol is as
follows:
1.

The verifier
generates a random seed S and a random
element a 2 ZZN n f1; N  1g, and
. sends the challenge ða; SÞ to the prover.
Upon reception, the prover

.

2.

.

generates n pseudorandom values ci 2 ½1; 2t , for
i ¼ 1 to n, using P RNG seeded by S,
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3.

P
. computes r ¼ ni¼1 ci mi and R ¼ ar mod N, and
. sends R to the verifier.
The verifier
.

.

The computational cost can be assessed as follows:
.

regenerates the n pseudorandom values
ci 2 ½1; 2t , for i ¼ 1 to n, using P RNG seeded
by S,
computes
r0 ¼

n
X

ci Mi mod ðNÞ

i¼1
0

and R0 ¼ ar mod N, and
?
. checks whether R ¼ R0 .
The second protocol in [3] is a special case of our
protocol: taking n ¼ 1 in the latter yields (essentially) the
former.

3

CORRECTNESS
PROTOCOL

AND

SECURITY ANALYSIS

OF THE

Correctness in a remote data possession checking protocol
means that a prover knowing the complete version of data
m should be able to successfully pass the verification.
Security means that the prover should not be able to pass
the verification unless it has access to the complete unaltered
version of m. The following theorem proven in the
Appendix characterizes the correctness and the security of
our protocol:
Theorem 1 (Correctness and security). Assuming that the
prover does not know the factorization of N ¼ pq and
assuming that the RSA and the Diffie-Hellman problems are
hard over ZZN , the prover can successfully respond to the
challenge in our protocol with non-negligible probability if and
only if she has non-negligible probability of accessing the
complete file m.

4

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

OF THE

Prover side. During verification, the prover generates n pseudorandom P
t-bits integers ci . Then, it
computes the value r ¼ ni¼1 ci mi . The computation
of each ci mi corresponds to the product of two
integers being t and l bits long, respectively. The cost
of this operation is upper bounded by that of t  1
additions of ðt þ lÞ-bit integers. Once the values ci mi
are computed, r is obtained by computing n  1
additions of ðt þ lÞ-bit integers. As the resulting r has
a bitlength of at most jnj þ t þ l bits, the cost of this
operation is upper bounded by that of computing
n  1 additions of ðjnj þ t þ lÞ-bit integers. Next, the
prover computes R ¼ ar mod N.
In summary, the cost of computing R is upper
bounded by the cost of generating n pseudorandom t-bit integers, plus the cost of computing
one exponentiation of a number in ZZN to an
ðjnj þ t þ lÞ-bit exponent, plus the cost of nðt  1Þ
additions of ðt þ lÞ-bit integers, plus the cost of
n  1 additions of ðjnj þ t þ lÞ-bit integers. Since
timeadd ðt þ lÞ < timeadd ðjnj þ t þ lÞ, and n ¼ djmj=le,
we obtain the following upper bound on the
prover’s computation time:
djmj=letimeprng ðtÞ þ timeexp ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ l; NÞ
þ tdjmj=letimeadd ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ lÞ:

.

PROTOCOL

The above time is to be compared to the
computing time timeexp ðjmj; NÞ required by the
second protocol in [3].
Verifier side. Except for two additional pseudorandom number generations corresponding to the
challenge, the cost analysis for computing R0 is
similar to that on the prover side but replacing l-bit
operations by jNj-bit operations. Therefore, the
verifier computation time is upper bounded by
ð2 þ djmj=leÞtimeprng ðtÞ
þ timeexp ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ jNj; NÞ

In this section, we present a performance analysis of our
protocol.

þ tdjmj=letimeadd ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ jNjÞ:

4.1

Storage, Communication, and Computational
Cost
Next, we detail the storage required by the prover and the
verifier:
Prover side. In line with the purpose of the protocol,
the prover has to store the complete data m, whose
bitlength is jmj bits.
. Verifier side. The storage requirements for the
verifier are jNjn ¼ jNjdjmj=le bits (in front of
jNj bits stored by the verifier in the second protocol
in [3]). The size of the stored data is proportional to
the number of fragments n. The factor between what
the verifier stores and what the prover stores is
jNj=l, so the protocol makes sense only if l  jNj.
The communication cost consists of the challenge sent by
the verifier to the prover, with constant bitlength jNj þ jSj,
and the response sent by the prover to the verifier, with
constant bitlength jNj.

3

Since jNj  l, the time to compute R0 is smaller
than the time to compute R. Note that, in our
protocol, R and R0 can be computed in parallel, so
that the time to compute R0 does not influence the
overall protocol execution time. The latter is dominated by the time to compute R.

.

4.2

Addition, Exponentiation, and Pseudorandom
Generation Times
In order to complete the performance analysis, we have
measured the average times required for 1) exponentiating
an element in ZZN , with N being 1,024 bits long, to an l-bit
long exponent; 2) adding two l-bit long integers; 3) given
t  160, generating a nonzero t-bit pseudorandom integer ci
as the t least significant bits of SHAðSkiÞ, where SHAðÞ is
the SHA-1 secure hash algorithm [5], and S is a seed. (If the
t least significant bits of SHAðSkiÞ are all zeroes, then j ¼
1; 2;    is tried until the first j is found such that not all

4
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TABLE 1
For a 1,024-Bit Long N and Several Values of l, Average Time
to Exponentiate to an l-Bit Exponent over ZZN and
Average Time to Add Two l-Bit Integers

t least significant bits of SHAðjkSkiÞ are zero. These are
taken to be ci .)
Exponentiation and addition times have been measured
with a C++ program using the NTL [11] library running on
a PC with an Intel Pentium 4 processor clocked at 3 GHz
and a Linux Debian operating system. They are summarized in Table 1.
Regarding pseudorandom number generation using
SHA-1, we measured an average time of 5.55 ms to run
the SHA-1 algorithm on the aforementioned computer
platform. The average was computed to be over 1,000 runs
of SHA-1 using the test values suggested by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the
source code in [4].

4.3 An Example
We next give a numerical example to illustrate the
feasibility and the performance improvement of our
proposal. Computing times shown in Table 1 are used in
the example.
Let m be a 2-Mbyte (224 bits) data file stored in an offsite
data vault. The bitlength of the RSA modulus N (and of
ðNÞ) is taken to be 1,024 bits. Let parameter t be 128. Let us
assume that the time constraints of the prover (data vault
provider) require her not to spend more than 4.5 sec in her
computation. Then, we can choose the fragment size
parameter l to be 131,072 ð217 Þ bits. In this way, the prover
would spend a time at most
djmj=letimeprng ðtÞ þ timeexp ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ l; NÞ
þ tdjmj=letimeadd ðjdjmj=lej þ t þ lÞ
which, since in our example
jdjmj=lej þ t þ l ¼ 7 þ 128 þ 131; 072;
is
128  5:5 þ 3; 133 þ 128  224 =217  0:0225 ¼ 4; 206 ms < 4:5 s
the information stored by the verifier (data vault customer)
is jNjdjmj=le ¼ 210  224 =217 ¼ 217 bits (16 Kbytes). Assuming
that seeds S are 128 bits long, challenges would have a
bitlength jNj þ jSj ¼ 1; 024 þ 128 ¼ 1; 152 bits. Responses
have a bitlength jNj ¼ 1; 024 bits.
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TABLE 2
Trade-Off between Storage at the Verifier and
Computation Time at the Prover

The same verification using the second protocol in [3]
(also described in [6]) would take 402 sec. This time
corresponds to the time required to exponentiate an
element in ZZN , with N being 1,024 bits long, to a 224 -bit
long exponent. Let us now examine the trade-off between
computing time and storage. Our protocol reduces that
computing time by a factor of 100 (roughly djmj=le); the
price paid is that the verifier storage in our protocol
(16 Kbytes) is also djmj=le ¼ 128 times larger than in the
second protocol in [3] (1 Kbit).
Table 2 shows the trade-off between storage requirements and computation time for different choices of
parameter l.
In general, larger values for l lead to longer computing
times. The reason is that the prover’s computing time is
dominated by the exponentiation operation. Smaller values
for l cause this exponentiation time to decrease down to
some point in which further decreasing l increases computing time. This is because, at this point, the computation time
begins to be dominated by the computation of pseudorandom values.
If very short computing times are desired, a very fast
pseudorandom number generator for values ci must be
used.
Note 2. In a real deployment of a verification system
using our protocol or any remote integrity checking
protocol, the time to access files should be taken into
account when evaluating performance. However, this is
unlikely to have substantial impact, as a state-of-the-art
hard drive technology allows as much as 1 Mbyte to be read
in as little time as a few nanoseconds.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The first practical protocol for remote file integrity checking
allowing an infinite number of verifications has been
presented. As mentioned above, the probabilistic optimization described in [2] can be easily added to our scheme in
order to obtain Oð1Þ block access cost for the prover (a cost
independent of the file size); the price paid is that the proof
of possession obtained in this way is probabilistic, that is,
requirement R2 above is not met with 100 percent
probability.
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Using algorithm A, the prover can compute
 Pn
1
0
^ a i¼kþ1 ci mi
ðmod NÞ
T1 ¼ Aða; c01 ; . . . ; c0n ; mÞ
  P


The generalization of our protocol to check the integrity
of a set of files in a single verification round is straightforward. To do this, an ordering or a structure between the set
of files should be defined, so that the set of files can be
regarded as a superfile. Once the superfile is defined, its
integrity can be checked using our protocol without any
modification.

ðkÞ

^ a
Tk ¼ Aða; c1 ; . . . ; cðkÞ
n ; mÞ

Lemma 1. Given two integer values x and N, computing a
value y such that y 6¼ x and x  y ðmodðNÞÞ is as hard as
computing a value y0 such that x  y0  1 ðmodðNÞÞ.
Proof. Let us assume that there exists an algorithm Aðx; NÞ
that returns an integer value y such that y 6¼ x and
x  y ðmodðNÞÞ.
Assuming, without loss of generality, that x > y, this
means ðx  yÞ ¼ kðNÞ for some integer k. In this way,
we can compute y0  x1 ðmodðx  yÞÞ. Thus, x  y0 ¼
1 þ k0 ðx  yÞ for some k0 , so that x  y0 ¼ 1 þ k0 kðNÞ.
u
t
Finally, we conclude that y0  x1 ðmodðNÞÞ.

Proof (Theorem 1). Let the file m be composed of fragments
m1 ; . . . ; mn . The prover correctly responds to the challenge in
Pnour protocol if she can obtain a value R satisfying
R  a i¼1 ci Mi ðmod NÞ, where Mi ¼ mi mod ðNÞ:

Using knowledge
Pk on mkþ1 ; . . . ; mn , the procM
i¼1 i i ðmod NÞ computed as
ver
can obtain
 P
 a
n

R a

cm
i¼kþ1 i i

1

ðmod NÞ. From the Diffie-Hell-

man assumption,
for any random a, we have
Pk
c
M
i
i
ðmod NÞ can only be obtained
that a i¼1

be obtained.

ðmod NÞ
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